
WeatherAction Red Warnings  + 
Quake forecasts Feb. FREE with 
EuroMap and NEW Brit+Ire MARCH 
15-45d forecasts http://bit.ly/utWrvj   

The sun Feb 15. The important 
coronal hole is in the center 
although standard solar experts 
were more interested in the other. 

Game-changing Monthly forecasts On-Line  up to 30 / 45 days ahead  http://bit.ly/utWrvj   
•••• UK + Ire maps & graphs; 30d 6p, 45d 4p MARCH IS NOW READY     •••• Euromaps Region weather + Pressure maps (both 8 pa ges) 
•••• USA maps – scenarios, extremes + dangerous weather  (10p)    •••• World Extremes, Red Warnings, Tornado, Quake (Trial) ( RTQ) 

Longer range forecasts up to 12 months ahead piers@ WeatherAction.com   +44(0)2079399946 

Early winter snow Peak District 6 Dec 

USA AccuWeather Michael G 
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Simultaneous Solar eruptions, 

Weather & Quake events track 

WeatherAction Top Red warning  
The Feb 15th earth-facing coronal hole, the (officially) 
'unexpected' K5 Geomagnetic storm (rt), the Oregon 
USA quake (rt) and the Auckland New Zealand water 
spout all appeared within hours of each other ~02:00 to 
04:00 GMT 15 Feb - in the middle of our Solar Lunar 
Action Technique top (‘R5’) Quake warning period 14-
16 Feb (above); details http://bit.ly/yQI9Zm SecIV.  

Meanwhile in the corresponding R5 Top action weather period (~15-17/18th) standard 
Met Services have been desperately amending 3 day ahead forecasts in UK and USA, 
increasingly towards our WeatherAction 3 week ahead general view.  

Anyone serious about weather needs WeatherAction forecasts 

Piers Corbyn said “Although we had expected more sunspots this earth-facing coronal 
hole with major quakes is like our R5 period 1-3 Feb* which gave an M7.1 quake which 
as we predicted was in the South hemisphere whereas for this period we correctly warned 
the N Hemisphere would have more larger quakes. Predicting the timing and hemisphere 
of quakes is another advance. *http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews12No6.pdf .  

“For weather this month independent observers noted our SLAT7 long range forecasts 
and warnings of Met Office short range mis-estimations of snow amounts and timing 
errors have consistently outperformed TV forecasts.  Important solar-lunar effects will 
continue to confound standard meteorology in the coming weeks” 

Blizzards to blast UK 

& USA together! 
Over the weekend of 
18th/19th Feb major 
solar-lunar driven 
snow/blizzard events 
are likely to hit 
Scotland and 
England* and NE 
USA at the same time. 

WeatherAction long range forecasts predicted both while standard forecasts have 
dithered. “It looks like as our SLAT forecast of 3 weeks ago and the Met Office now 
admits that Arctic blasts of snow /blizzards will hit England and York at the same 
time as New England and New York” said Piers. * http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
2101649/UK-weather-Blizzards-head-Britain-swaps-Siberian-winds-Arctic-gales.html  

“Our Brit & Ire forecast is capturing the timing of events superbly. 3 weeks ahead we 
said the period 14-18th would be ‘mild and suddenly cold later from ~18th. This is spot-
on. The coming snow in UK & USA ~18th will be heavier than standard short-range 
forecasts but later on 19/20th short range TV forecasts should be more reliable” 

In NE USA there have been a series of ‘near 
misses’ for major snow / blizzards but “this one 
looks like coming” say Firsthandweather.com 
http://bit.ly/xC6E3I who produced the map (rt) 
of likely snow Sat18/Sun19 and will monitor 
options/ events on fb http://on.fb.me/xMBob6  

● Also significant - tornadoes SeUSA Sat http://bit.ly/z9JyD4   


